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Tea and cheese pairing – A complex pairing simplified 
 

 

Historic/contemporary contexts of this pairing: 

 
Tea and cheese pairing is something that does not have significant, if any, historical context. Tea 
growing regions (China, Japan, India, Sri Lanka and Taiwan) are not traditionally cheese making or 
cheese eating regions, so there were not any sources of heritage reference to pull from.   
 
Initial research confirmed that there was a lack of support for the idea of this pairing. Most people 
looked at me with complete bewilderment and disbelief.  Max MacCalman, one of the foremost experts 
on cheese in the world specifically states in his popular book The Cheese Plate that tea does not pair 
well with cheese.i As France is revered for its place in the cheese world, I contacted a fellow cheese 
enthusiast in France about the commonality of this pairing and he replied: “Désolé, mais je n’ai jamais 
entendu parler (et jamais testé) de l’association thé – fromage. En France, cela me paraitrait hérétique”ii 
In short, “I have never heard about this pairing. I believe this is even heretical”. Simply put, this is not 
done.  More recently, people have begun to explore the possibilities of pairing the two.  Further 
research revealed that pairing these products has recently been explored in Quebec as well as in 
Portland, Oregon.iii 
 
 

Development of a new pairing genre: 
 
The objective of this study is to further develop a new pairing genre, which can be successfully enjoyed 
in social situations, educational opportunities, retail as well as service environments.  Wine and cheese 
are what first comes to mind when considering pairing a beverage with cheese and to a lesser extent 
beer, so why not tea?  There has been a gap in complex non-alcoholic pairings for cheese, and tea could 
fit that bill. 
 
Tea is the most widely consumed beverage on earth after wateriv, so researching its pairing abilities 
seems like an idea that was long overdue.  Over 20,000 different distinctions of tea are produced in the 
world, yet all tea is derived from a particular plant called the camellia sinesis bush and its 3 major 
varieties. All tea starts as a freshly plucked leaf and is transformed into any of the 6 varieties of tea. v  
Terroir in tea refers not only to the soil and location; it also refers to the subvarieties or cultivars of tea 
bush, cultivation practices, season of pluck, weather, method of leaf manufacture and craft of tea 
making.  It is the single most important flavour profile contributor in tea. Tea that is grown in the high 
thin air of the Himalya in eastern Nepal will taste different than tea grown in low-lying hot and humid 
river valley region of Assam, India.vi A green tea from Japan will taste significantly different from a 
green tea from China.vii  Similar comparisons can be made to the cheese making world. Just as there are 
differences in terroir, farming and production practices which account for the endless variety in cheeses 
once could easily understand how teas could differ batch to batch from one year to the next much like 
the variations with artisan cheese.  Tea drinking, much like cheese eating has the ability to mentally 
transport you to another place in the world - essentially serving as a great exercise in armchair travel.viii  
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Does this pairing work on all levels, based on Ferran Adria’s principles of pairing? 

 
Physiological/Nutritional- the health benefits of teas have been widely reported on, from vitamins and 
minerals to antioxidant qualities.ix Tea is steeped in water, and if no sugar or milk is added, then it is 
essentially calorie free, and is a significant source of hydration. 
 
Sensory – The aromas of many teas can be quite varied, remarkable, and pair well with artisan cheese.  
The act of drinking a warm beverage and eating cheese is unique and pleasant. The fact that there is no 
alcohol involved means this pairing can be enjoyed by those who do not or cannot consume alcoholic 
beverages. 
 
Intellectual –Tea & cheese share a number of similarities.  Teas can come from a single source, a 
single garden estate, like milk can come from a single herd of animals.  Blended teas are similar in that 
some cheeses are made from milk pooled in a cooperative, or multiple milk sources.  Single herd 
cheeses like single garden estate teas speak to terroir in a way that no blended version can - tea or 
cheese.  Tea blends, like pooled milk, offer greater consistency in flavour, while single estate teas or 
cheese from single source herds can vary in end results batch to batch.x   
 
Seasonality also plays a role – first flush or spring tea can be equated to spring milk, collected right 
after the first calves of the season are born.  Seasonality affects flavours (more or less tannic qualities 
displaying in tea) and in both cases, reflects a moment in time in the harvest cycle.xi, xii   
 
There are merits in pursuing this match on a social level, as tea drinking and cheese eating are 
frequently offered on social occasions even if not commonly paired.  For example, in Quebec culture 
there is significant interest in fine tea drinking and in cheese.  Therefore it can make sense to pursue 
marrying the two. 
 
Retailer demand is already there; teashops around town have requested that I develop a course in tea 
and cheese pairing for their clientele.   
 
Emotional/Spiritual – It has been said that when we eat cheese, molecules of casein (milk’s primary 
protein) are broken down and digested, releasing tyrosine for absorption into our bloodstreams. Casein 
is also broken down into a “feel-good chemical” called casomorphin, an opiod, and likely accounts for 
the addictive properties in cheese.xiii  Studies into the effects of tea have progressed far in recent years, 
and scientific research is now confirming that tea is a key element in achieving and maintaining good 
health, green tea in particular has been prized as a traditional tonic for keeping the body and soul in 
good condition.xiv 

 
 

Selection, Methodology and Assessment 

 
The initial evaluation was done with different types of teas such as rooibos, black, green and white tea. 
These were then paired with a significant variety of cheese styles (bloomy rind, washed rind, chevre, 
firm aged, washed rind and blue.  The reason for this was to try and see across the spectrum of 
typicities what worked or didn’t work. 
 
The scale for judging was the same as was used in class tastings:  -2 for a terrible pairing, 0 for a 
neutral combination, or up to +2 for an extraordinary match.  The results are based on whether the 
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pairings worked from a taste perspective, either complementary or contrasting. I was the sole taster in 
the initial exercise; Dan Johanis from Herbal Infusions brewed all teas.  Impressions when notable were 
noted in the chart. 
 
Cheeses:  
Le Riopelle de L’Isle, Fromagerie de l'Île-aux-Grues, QC (bloomy rind cow) 
Lost Lake, Fifth Town Artisan Dairy, ON, (goat cheese, brainy yeasty rind) 
Le Silo, Les Dépendances du Manoir, QC (10 year old raw cow milk cheddar) 
Oka, Agropur Signature, QC (washed rind cow) 
Lady Bird, (blue cheese, origin unknown) 
Le Bleu d’Elizabeth, Fromagerie du Presbytère, QC (raw organic blue) 
 
Experiment #1 – Herbal Infusions, Toronto 

Teas-Cheeses 
Flavour descriptors 

Le Riopelle 

de L’Isle 

Lost Lake Le Silo Oka Lady 

Bird 

Le Bleu 

d’Elizabeth 

Honeybush 

(South Africa, 

rooibos tea, - 

herbal) 
Fruity aroma, stone 
fruit 

+.5 0 +.5 -.5 +1 +1 

Darjeeling  

(India, black) 
Tannic quality, floral, 
aromatic 

+1.5 complexity 
of flavours 

+1.5  
floral notes 

+1.5 
heightens 
sweetness 

0 -.5 0 

Gyokuro (Japan, 

green) 
Spinach, kelp, 
astringent, vegetal 

+1  
balanced meal 

feel 

+1.25  
cuts through 
fat, lingers 

0 -.5 -2 -.5 

Bai Mudan 

(China, (aka 

White Peony) 

white) 
Pale, mild, like essence 

+.5 +.75 
floral note 

0 
cheese 

overpowered 

0  
cheese 

overpowered 

-2 +1 

Lapsang 

Souchong (China, 

smoked black tea) 
Scotch, smoke, biscuit, 
tobacco, astringent 

+.75 
enhanced 

complexity 

+1 
enhanced 

complexity 

+.75 0 -2 -1 

Pu-erh (China, 

fermented black 

tea) 
Rank, barnyard, bitter, 
woody 

-1 
tea overpowered 

0 
matched 

barny-ness 

0 0 
matched 

barny-ness 

-2 -1 

Roasted Almond 

(herbal 

infusion)
xv

 
Cookies, sweet fruity, 
nutty  

+1 
accented salt 

+1 0 0 -2 +1 
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In this study, the Darjeeling proved to be the best match for the most cheeses.  The Bleu d’Elizabeth 
was a slightly more successful match as a blue than was Lady Bird, likely because the salt content in 
that cheese is higher. 
 
I had higher expectations for both the Lapsang Souchong and Pu-erh, which overpowered the cheeses 
in both cases. The smokiness of the Lapsang was a little too strong for the cheeses, and the Pu-erh was 
not at all successful, despite the fact that this tea and cheese are both fermented products. 
 
The herbal tea infusion (Roasted Almond) with beets, carrots and almonds simply did not have the 
complexity or body to stand up to any cheeses in any meaningful way.xvi 
 
Dissatisfied with the results, I consulted with another teashop to research more prospective matches.  I 
mostly kept to the same cheeses, omitting the Lady Bird, as it was universally unsuccessful, and 
replaced it with lavender labneh, with the hope that it would mimic a cream cheese. This experiment 
was conducted at home, with teas brewed by myself, selected by Ian MacDonald from Majesteas. 
 
Cheese variation: 
Labneh, Phoenicia, QC (soft white cheese, fresh, cow) 
 
Experiment #2 – Teas from Majesteas, home steeping 

Teas-Cheeses 
Flavour Descriptors 

Lavender 

labneh 

Le 

Riopelle 

de L’Isle 

Lost 

Lake 

Le Silo Oka Bleu 

d’Elizabeth 

Wuyi Shui (China, 

oolong) 
Mild 

0 .25 -1 
soap 

0 .25 0 

Russian Caravan 

(China, black) 
Smoky like a fireplace, 
positive (essentially a 
blend of Oolong, Keemun 
and Lapsang Souchong) 

.25 .25 -1 
yuck 

1 1.25 -1 

Keemun (China, 

black) 
Nice aroma, tannic 
qualities 

-.25 1 -1.5 .75 0 0 

Longjing/Dragonwell 

(China, green) 
Toasty chestnut 

.5 .5 -1 1 .5 -2 

High Mountain  

(Taiwan, oolong) 
Mild toasty 

0 -.25 -1 0 0 0 

Green/Mint blend 

(Moroccan mint, 

green) 
Mild spearmint 

0 0 0 1 -.5 0 

Ying Ming Yunnan 

(China, black) 
Basic black tea, floral 

.5 -.5 0 1 -.5 1 
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While these results are unimpressive in themselves, they inspired me to make some additional 
experiments with different cheeses I had on hand: Beemster XO, The Netherlands (aged Gouda) 
 
Russian Caravan + Beemster = 1.5 – quite complementary on every level 
Keemun + Beemster = 1.5 – toasty flavours 
 
Additional pairings involving manouri were unremarkable in results. 
 
Armed with a greater understanding of the teas, and encouraged by this later success, I met with Robert 
Gignac from Majesteas to brew and taste the teas together.  Our impressions on the pairings were 
primarily identical. 
 
Experiment #3 – Majesteas, Toronto (Robert Gignac brewed the teas and participated in the tasting 

with me.) 

 
Cheese variation: 
Counting Sheep, Fifth Town Artisan Cheese, ON (camembert style, sheep milk) 
Little Prince, Monforte Dairy, ON (ash covered chevre) 
 

Tea - Cheeses Counting Sheep Little Prince 

RG 
1.5 

WF 
1.5 

RG  
1.5 

WF  
1.5 

Gyokuro  

1 minute steep 
Light green tea, smells of cooked 
spinach, kelp tastes, lightly 
astringent, vegetal 

Blends well 
Sweeter notes, like snow pea. The 

finish of this tea with the start of the 
cheese is complementary 

Higher notes brought out, balance 
between sweet and salty. 

Balanced pairing. 

Overall, this experiment confirmed that light green teas (grassy, vegetal notes) provide a balanced 
pairing with lighter cheeses such as chevre, and also complimented bloomy rind cheeses, such as this 
sheep milk camembert style cheese. 
 
Cheese Variation: 
3 year old cheddar, Black River Cheese Company, ON (cow) 
Morning Moon, Fifth Town Artisan Dairy, ON (washed rind, cow) 
 
Tea 

Cheeses 
Counting 

Sheep 
Little 

Prince 
3 Yr 

cheddar 

Le Silo Beemster 

XO 

Oka Morning 

Moon 

RG 
1 

WF 
1 

RG 
.5 

WF 
.5 

RG 
1 

WF 
1 

RG 
1.5 

WF 
1.5 

RG 
1.75 

WF 
1.75 

RG 
0 

WF 
0 

RG 
.75 

WF 
.75 

Darjeeling 

(2
nd

 flush)  

2 minute 

steep 
Tannic 
quality, floral, 
aromatic. 
There’s a 
palate 
cleansing 
astringency. 
Muscatel, 
“champagne 
of teas” 

Not 
unpleasant, 

not 
remarkable 

Meh Not 
unpleasant, 

not 
remarkable 

Higher notes 
extracted, 

the salt 
complements 

Balanced 
pairing. Both 

sweet and 
salty 

emphasized, 
Like a salted 

caramel. 

Not 
remarkable 

Big flavour 
cheese, 

interesting 
but not 
special 
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This experiment confirmed that salty aged cheeses with a high umami factor paired best with the 
Darjeeling, a complex tea with a rich history.  Most cheeses fared reasonably well with this tea. 
 
 
Cheese Variation: 
Blue Haze, Abbaye de Saint-Benoît-du-Lac, Quebec (smoked by Provincial Fine Foods, ON, blue, 
cow, smoked) 
 
Tea Cheeses Oka Morning 

Moon 

3 Yr 

cheddar 

10 yr 

cheddar 

Beemster 

XO 

Blue Haze 

RG 
1.25 

WF 
1.25 

RG 
1.5 

WF 
1.5 

RG 
1.25 

WF 
1.25 

RG 
1.5 

WF 
1.5 

RG 
1.5 

WF 
1.5 

RG 
-.5 

WF 
-1 

Russian Caravan 

 

3.5 minute steep 
Fully oxidized Chinese 
/oolong blend though 
classified as a black tea.  
Smoky head, lightly 
cloudy. Blends vary 
producer to producer.  
Lighter smoke factor 
than Lapsang Souchong, 
pleasantly alluring 
aroma 
 

Quite 
complementary, 
bold and beefy 

Stands up to 
the cheese, 

highly 
complementary 

Ok, but can 
do better 

Quite 
complementary 

Nice again Not 
complementary 

The smoke and salt proved to be friendly players, and in particular, firm washed rind cheeses worked 
very well.  Most cheeses were in good company with this tea. 
 
To conclude, teas and cheeses can be very successful partners in a pairing situation.  Black teas and 
green teas offer greater chances for success, while white tea and herbals offer the least. I would 
recommend striving for balance; too strong of a tea will overwhelm the cheese, and likewise, too strong 
a cheese will overpower a tea.  By playing with the different aromas and flavours of teas and cheeses, 
great discoveries can be made.  When brewing tea, it is crucial to pay attention to the recommended 
steeping times and temperatures to allow for full expression of the tea. 
 
 

Research application and a case for further study 
 

I am currently developing a tea and cheese pairing appreciation course, promoting it to teashop owners.  
This can be taught in numerous places such as cheese shops, tea shops, retirement homes, festivals and 
corporate events.  Tea and cheese pairing experiences can be launched in hotels and restaurants – I 
expect it would fare well in brunch service, afternoon tea, or perhaps with the after dinner dessert 
cheese course. Also, this can be suited to numerous social situations such as baby showers, bridal 
showers, tea parties mom’s groups, any other groups looking for an alternative to alcohol-based 
pairings. 
 
On the heels of the success of this study, I am currently looking into tea/cheese/honey pairing.  There 
are countless varieties of honey, which could make this trio extremely complex and fascinating. Stay 
tuned! 
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